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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT

The
The majority
majority of
of the
the yearly
yearly organic
organic carbon production
production in
in the
the coastal
coastal regions of the
the Southern
Southern Ocean
Ocean
phytoplankton standing
occurs
blooms. Changes
occurs during
during summer
summer blooms.
Changes in
in the
the quantity
quantity and
and quality
quality of
of the
the phytoplankton
standing
crop during
during this period will likely impact organisms that occupy
occupy higher trophic levels within the
ecosystem.
Here
1o\'
C
report
a
recurrent
shift
in
the
dominant
ecosystem. Here we report a recurrent shift in the dominant phytoplankton
phytoplankton taxa
taxa during
during the
the austral
austral
in
a
coastal
region
along
theAntarctic
Peninsula.
The
pattern
was
observed
each
yearbctween
summer
summer in a coastal region along the Antarctic Peninsula.Thepattern was observed each year between

1991 and 1996despite
1996 despite radically
biomass concentrntions
and meteorological
and hydrogrnphic
1991and
radically different
differentbiomass
concentrationsand
meteorologicaland
hydrographic
conditions.
conditions. We
We show
show that
that aa repeated
repeated dominance
dominance ofcryptophytes
of cryptophytes (Cryptophyceae)
(Cryptophyceae) during
during the
the austral
austral
was
significantly
related
(MANOVA;
P«
OJ)()I)
to
decreased
salinities
during
periods
summer
summer was significantly related (MANOVA;P« 0.001) to decreased salinities during periods of
of
glacial
melting. Thc
transition from
from aa system
traditionally dominated
by diatoms
to one
by
glacial melting.
The transition
system traditionally
dominated by
diatoms to
one dominated
dominated by
cryplophytes
in the average
cryptophytes represents a fundamental
fundamental decrease
decreasein
average size:
size of water column phytoplankton.
is reason
reason for
by Euphausia
Euphausia superba.
superba.
This
This is
for conccrn,
concern, as
as smaller
smaller size
size classes
classes are
are not
not efficiently
efficiently grazed
grazed by
Higher
proportions
ofcryptophyte
biomass
during
the
critical
summer
months
may
alter
zooplankton
Higher proportions of cryptophyte biomass during the critical summer months may alter zooplankton
to higher
higher trophic levels by as much
much as 70%. Mean air
assemblages and reduce carbon available to
past 50
50
temperatures along
the Antarctic
Antarctic Peninsula
Peninsula have
have increased
increased significantly
significantly (2-3
temperatures
along the
(2-3 0c)
°C) over
over the
the past
years. Warmer
Warmer weather
weather will
will likely
likely extend
e;l(tend the
the spatial
and temporal
temporal influences
influences of
of glacial
meltwater
years.
spatial and
glacial meltwater
cryptophytes., with significant consequences for Antarctic
Antarctic food
and may increase the importance of
of cryptophytes,
lo\'Cb
dynamics
and
coastal
biogeochemistry.
web
biogeochemistry.
Kt')' Words:
Words: Phytoplankton,
Phytoplankton, cryptophyceae,
cryptophyceae. zooplankton,
zooplankton, Antarctic
Antarctic Peninsula,
Peninsula, food
food webs,
....-ebs., regional.
regionaL
Key

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Despite
Despite a rich
rich literature
literature describing the
the abundance and distribution of
of
phytoplankton, the
the mechanisms
mechanisms governing
governing the
the composition
composition of
of
phytoplankton,
phytoplankton assemblages are poorly
poorly understood.
understood. Though the
the effects
phytoplanktonassemblages
of changing light/nutrient
light/nutrient regimes
regimes on the
the structure of
of phytoplankton
phytoplankton
of
have
received
some
anention
in
the
region
(Sommer and
and
communities
communitieshave received some attention in the region (Sommer
Stable 1986;
1986; Sommer
Sommer 1986;
1986; 1988;
1988; 1991),
1991), the
the large
large spatial
spatial scale
scale
Stable
associated with the aboveinvestigationsoftenlack
above in\'e5tigations often lack a temporalcomponent
temporal component
associatedwiththe
needed toresolvethe
resolve thekinetic
kineticaspect
aspect ofphytoplanktonsuccession(Moline
of phytoplankton succession (Moline
neededto

and Prezelin
Prhelin 1997).
1997). Despite
Despite numerous
numerous descriptive
descriptive studies
studies on
on
and
open-ocean and nearshore
nearshore
phytoplankton distribution and
and successionin
succession in open-oceanand
phytoplanktondistribution
environments. mechanisms
mechanisms for
for the
the observed
observed changes
changes are
are poorly
poorly
environments,
understood.
The
structure
of
phytoplankton
assemblages
is
an
important
understood. The structureofphytoplanktonassemblagesis an important
can impact
impact the
the feeding
feeding efficiency
efficiency of
of
ecological consideration
consideration as
as itit can
ecological
zooplankton grazers
grazers (Quetin
(Quetin and
and Ross
Ross 1985).
1985). This
This isis particularly
particularly
zooplankton
in nearshore
nearshore waters
waters during
during the
the austral
austral summer
summer when
when the
the
important in
important
magnitude
and
rates
oftTOphic
internctions
are
ma:<imal
(Laws
1985).
magnitude and rates of trophic interactions are maximal (Laws 1985).
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Phytoplankton
Phytoplankton community
community structure
structure also
also plays
plays aa key
key role
role in
in the
the
cycling
cyclingof
of nutrients.
nutrients. Communities
Communities dominated
dominated by
by diatoms
diatoms have
have been
been

elol.
the ChI
with each
each
et al. 1995).
1995). For
For each
each sampling
sampling date,
date, the
ChI aa associated
associated with

taxonomic
was computed
using the
the regression
regression coefficients
coefficients from
frooo
taxonomic group
group was
computed using
the
its representative
representath'e pigment(s);
pigmenl(s); alloxanthinfor
alloxantbin for
the concentration
concentration of
of its

shown
shown to
to ha\'e
have significant
significant impact
impact on
on silica
silica cycling
cycling in
in the
the Southcrn
Southern
01.
1991:
Nelson
et
01.
1991:
Queguiner
et 01. 1991).
Ocean
(Leynaert
et
Ocean (Leynaertetal. 1991;Nelsonetal. 1991;Queguineretal.
1991).

cryptophytes.
chlorophyll
bb for
chlorophytes. fucoxanthin
fucoxanthin for
fordiat~
cryptophytes,
chlorophyll
for chlorophytes,
diatoms,

The
The dilTerent
different taxonomic
taxonomic groups
groups of
of phytoplankton
phytoplankton also
also vary
vary by
by size
size

and
and

class
classwhich
whichaffects
affectsassimilation
assimilation rates
rates ofnitrogen
of nitrogen and
and carbon
carbon (Goeyens
(Goeyens

the
the

sum
sum

of
of

19'-butanoyloxyfucoxanthin
and 19'.
19'·
19'-butanoyloxyfucoxanthin
and
hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin ffor
nanoflagellatcslprymnesiophytes (not
(DOt
hexanoyloxyfucoxanthin
or nanoflagellates/prymnesiophytes

()y,'ens elet01.
etet01.
al. 1991;
1991;Owens
al. 1991;
1991;Boyd
Boydand
and Newton
Newton 1995:
1995;Claustrc
Claustre elol.
et al.

including
including cryptophytes).
cryptophytes).

1997).
1997). These
These assimilation
assimilation rates
rates will,
will, therefore.
therefore, influence
influence the
the rates
rates of
of

concentrations
in turn,
tum. used
used to
to estimate
the contribution
contribution of
ofeach
cadi
concentrations were,
were, in
estimate the
taxonomic
group
to
the
total
biomass.
The
predicted
ChI
taxonomic group to the total biomass. The predicted ChIaCI

particulate
particulate organic
organic carbon
carbon and
and nitrogen
nitrogen flux
flux to
to the
the deep
deep ocean
ocean (Boyd
(Boyd
and
and Newton
Newton 1995).
1995).
The
The Long.Term
Long-Term Ecological
Ecological Research
Research Program
Program (lTER;
(LTER; Smith
Smith et
et al.
al.
1996)
was
established
in
1990,
in
part.
to
quanlify
how
variability
1996) was established in 1990, in part, to quantify how variability in
in
the
the timing
timing and
and extent
extent of
of sea-ice
sea-ice fonnation
formation influences
influences the
the s1JUClUre
structure of
of
the
-eb. The
theAntarctic
Antarcticfood
food....web.
The initiation
initiationofthis
of this program
program was
was timely
timely given
given
dol;umrnted
environmental
changes
presently
occurring
in
the
Southern
documentedenvironmentalchangespresently occurring in the Southern
Ocran.
Ocean, including
including depletion
depletion of
of stnuospheric
stratospheric ozone
ozone during
during the
the austral
austral
spring/summer
spring/summer (Farman
(Farman el
et al.
al. 1985)
1985) and
and aa significant
significant warming
warming trend
trend
along
along the
the Antarctic
Antarctic Peninsula
Peninsula over
over the
the past
past 50
50 years
years of
of 2_3°C
2-3°C (King
(King
1994;
1994;Stark
Stark 1994:
1994;Smith
Smithet
et al.
al. 1996).
1996). These
These environmental
environmental variations
variations
may
underlie
Ihe
observed
large-scale
shifts
may underlie the observed large-scale shifts in
in both
both zooplankton
communities
communities(Loeb
(Loeb el
et al.
al. 1997)
1997)and
and penguin populations (Tri\'elpiece
(Trivelpiece
et
et al.
al. 1990;
1990; Fraser
Fraser el
et al.
al. 1992).
1992). Changes
Changes in
in the
the Antarctic food
food \lleb
web
sltUClUre
may
be
a
..bottom
up"
response
to
altenuions
in
phytoplankton
structuremay be a "bottom up" response to alterations in phytoplankton
biomass
biomass and/or
and/orcommunity
community composition.
composition. The
The purpose of
of the present
work was
was to
to utilize
utilize the
the LTER
LTER dataset
dataset to
to examine
examine the environmental
environmental
~"Ork

Computed
taxon-specific ChI
Chi,a
Computed taxon-specific

concentrations
the regression
regression analyses
analyses agreed
agreed well
well withthe
witb the
concentrations from
from the
measuted
concentrations
O\er
the
five
year
srudy
(Predicted
ChIll
measured concentrations over the five year study (Predicted ChIa=

o. R2
R2 =
- 0.99),
0.99), indicating
indicating the
the total
total ChI
ChI aa couldbe
oouIdbc
0.99
0.99 •* Measured
Measured Chi
ChI a,
attributed
four taxonomic
taxonomic groups.
groups. Groupings
Groupings from
from these
tbesc
attributed 10
to these
these four
analyses
were confirmed
microscopically using fresh
fresh samplescollected
samples roIlMed
analyseswere
confirmed microscopicallyusing
from
h ole water
Ziess Axiophol microscope,with
microscope. with aa combination
combinalDl
trom .....
whole
water and
and aa ZiessAxiophot

oflight
microscopY at
at 400x.
400x.
oflight and
and epifluorescence
epifluorescence microscopy

Statistical
tests
Statisticaltnts
Differences belween
mean values
values were
~ere determined
detennined with
with aa single
single
Differences
between mean
classification
of variance
variance (ANOVA).
(ANOVA). Since
Since many
many of
of the
the
classification analysis
analysis of
variables
were
not
nonnally
distributed.
a
randomi:zation
AJ.
.
...
(JVA
variables were not normally distributed, a randomization ANOVA
technique (100,000
randomizations. cf
cf Manly
Manly 1991)was
1991) was usedtoverify
used to \eri!)
technique
(100,000 randomizations,
significance
levels obtained
from initial
initial ANOVA
ANaYA results.
results. LS
LS Means
Means
significance levels
obtained from
procedures were
were employcd
follow-up pair-wise
pair-wise tests
tests when
....hen
procedures
employed as follow-up
distinguishing between
between taxonomic
taxonomic groupings
groupings in
in Fig.
Fig. 3a.
3a.

regulation
regulation of
of phytoplankton
phytoplankton community
community composition in
in a nearshore
coastal
coastal environment
environment and
and to
to assess
assess Ihe
the potential impacts on higher
trophic
trophic levels
levels and
and consequences
consequences for
for biogeochemical cycling in the

Southern Ocean.
Ocean.
Southern
MATERIALS AND METHODS
METHODS
I\1ATERIALSAND
Sampling
Sampling

model
transfer model
Trophic transfer
the partitioning
partitioning of
ofcarbon
Ihrough
A model was developed to quantify the
carbon through
the Antarctic food web.
web, Total
Total autotrophic
autotrophic carbon
carbon production
production servedas
served as
the model's
model's primary
primary input,
input, which
which was
was partitioned
partitioned into
into either
either
based
cryptophytes or
or other
other phytoplankton
phytoplankton groups.
groups. Input
Input values
values were
werc based
cryptophytes
measurements made
made throughout
throughout December
Deccmber and
and January
January of
of 19911991on measurements

Over the
the austral
austral spring/summer
spring/summer period
November 1991,
Over
period from November
1991, through
through

1994 (Moline
(Moline and
and Prezelin
Prezelin 1996).
1996), The
The relative
relative fluxes
fluxes trom
from the
theprimary
primary
1994

February
nearshore
February 1996,
1996, 872
872 discrete
discrete water
water samples
samples were collel,.ied
colle(;ied at a nearshore

carbon
pool to
to krill,
krill, salps
salps and
and other
other grazers
grazers (i.e.,
(i.e., copepods)
eopepods) were
'....cre
carbon pool

station offAnvers
off Anvers Island
Island (64°
(64° 46.45'
46.45' S,
S, 64°
64° 03.27'
03.27' W; -75
~75 m in depth).
depth).
station

dependent on the
the phytoplankton
phytoplankton assemblage
assemblage and
and transfer
Iransfer efficiencies.
efficiencies.
dependent

column sampling
sampling was conducted
conducted from
Water column
from a Mark
Mark V
V Zodiac@
ZodiaciE' using
using

Transfer efficiencies
efficiencies of
of carbon
carbon (cryptophytes
(cryptophytes to
to krill=IO%,
kri1l:IO%,
Transfer

5L GoFlo®
GoFlo@ hottles
bottles within
within 2 hours
hours of
of solar
solar noon.
noon. Samples
Samples were
were stored
stored
5L

to krill=60%,
krill:60%, and
and
cryplophytes to
to salps=60%,
salps:600Io, other
other phytoplankton
phytoplankton to
cryptophytes

at ambientlcmpcrature
ambient temperature in dark
dark bottles
returned to Palmer
at
hollIes and returned
Palmer Station
Station

other phytoplankton
phytoplankton to
to salps=60%)
salps~lo) were
were mean
mean values
values from
from previous
previous
other

Salinity and
and temperature
temperature profiles
Salinity
profiles were
were measured
measured

studies relating
relating percent
percent retention
retention of
of algae
algae by
by krill
krill based
based on
on size
size
studies

simultaneously using
using a ScaBird~CTDon
SeaBird@ CTD on a second
second ZodiacOO,
Zodiac@, described
described
simultaneoosly

(MacClatchie
and Boyd
Boyd 1983;
1983; Meyer
Meyer and
and EI-Sayed
El-Sayed 1983;
1983; Boyd
Boyd etefal.
al.
(MacClatchie and

Smith et
et 01.
al. (1992).
(1992).
by Smith

1984; Quetin
Quetin and
and Ross
Ross 1985)
1985) and
and on
on feeding
feeding studies
studies of
ofSalpa
Solpo thompsoni
thompwlli
1984;

for analyses.
analyses.
fOI

Daily air
air temperature,
temperature, snow
snow cover
cover and
and average
average wind
wind speed/direction
speed/direction
Daily

(Madin and
and Kremer
Kremer 1995),
1995). aa principle
principle tunic
tunicate
in the
the Southern
SouthernOcean
Ocean
(Madin
ate in

measurements were
were made
made at Palmer
Palmer Station
Station during
during the
the smdy
study period
measurements
period as

(Huntley
(Huntley et
et al.
al. 1989).
1989).

part of
of aa long
long tenn
term database
database collected
collected by the U. S. National
Science
National Science
part

function
a range
ofa
range of
ofpreviously
previously reported
reported krill
krillto
to salp
salpratios
ratios(Pakhomov
(pakhomo'"
function of

Foundation. Sea
Sea ice cO\-erage
coverage was assessed
assessed by daily
daily observations.
observations.
Foundation.

et
et al.;
al.; Nishikawa
Nishikawa et
et al.;
01.: Loeb
Loeb et
et al.
01. 1997).
1997). Carbon
Carbon trom
from the
the grazers
grazers

Partitioning
Partitioning of
of carbon
carbon to
to grazers
grazers was
was also
also aa

was directed
directed either
either to
to higher
highertrophic
trophic levels,
1C\'Cls.sedimentation
sedimentationor
orrespiration.
respirallOll.
was

Phytoplankton pigmentation
pigmentation and assemblages
PIrJ.,oplankton

Transfer
Transfer of
of carbon
carbon from
from krill
krill to
to respiration
respiration was
was 34%
34% (Huntley
(Huntleyetetal.
al.

of all
all whole .....ater
water samples were analyzed for the algal
Aliquots of

1991),
1991), from
from krill
krill to
to higher
higher trophic
trophic levels
levels was
was 32.5%
32.5% (Huntley
(Huntley etel al.
af.

pigments using
using !C\'erse·phase
reverse-phase HPLC
procedures detailed
detailed in Moline
pigments
HPLC procedures
Moline
and Ptizdin
Prezelin (1996).
(1996). To
To estimate Ihe
the respective contribution oreach
of each
and
taxonomic group.
group, multiple
multiple regression
regression analyses
analyses were
were performed
on the
taxonomic
rerfonned on
the
concentrations
of
discrete
samples
of
the
taxonomic
pigments
against
concentrations ofdiscrete
chlorophyllaa (Chi
(ChI a;
a; Gieskes
Gieskes et
et al.
al. 1988:
1988; Everitt elol.
et al. 1990;
1990: Bustillos
chlorophyll

1991),
of
1991). with the remaining
remaimng traction
fraction going
going to
to sedimentation.
sedimentation.Transfer
Transferof
carbon
10 respiration
respiralion was
"''35 14.8%
14.SG;. (Huntley
(Huntley et
etal.
al. 1989),
1989).from
from
carbon trom
from salps
salps to
salps
salps to
to higher
higher trophic
trophic levels
1C\'e1s was
was assumed
asswned low
low atat 5%
5% (Foxton
(Fo:l:too 1966;
1966;
Gon
Gon and
and Heemstra
Heemstra 1990),
1990). with
with the
the remaining
remaining fraction
fraction going
going toto
sedimentation.
sedimentation.
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comparative
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pack k.
between
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RESULTS
RESULTS

There
was
high inter-annual variability in
There
washighinter-annualvariability
in peak
peak phytoplankton
phytoplanktonstanding
standing
stock
Fig. I).
stock(2.3
(2.3-- 29,2
29.2 mg
mg ChI
Chi aa m";
m-3;Fig.
1). Seasonal
Seasonal and
and annual
annual patterns
litre
driven by
wereprimarily
primarilydriven
by water column
column stability
stability influenced
influenced by local
local
lIind
which varied dramatically between
between years '(Moline
(Moline and
windstress,
stress,which
and
Prezelin
1996). Daily
was found
Pn\zelin1996).
Daily average
average wind
wind speeds
speeds of
of 12
12 m s"
solwas
found to be
a critical
critical threshold
threshold for significant
significant water
water column
column mixing.
mixing. Continual
Continual
lIindsabove
this
threshold
~ere
correlated
with
periods
of
low
biomass.
windsabovethis threshold were correlated
periods oflow biomass.
During
the 1992-1993
Duringthe
1992-1993 season,
season, continual
continual high winds
winds resulted
resulted in low

dependent
dependent (MANOVA.
(MANOVA, pp«« 0.001) on the low
low salinity
salinity watcr
water
characteristic of
of the
the meltwater
meltwater lens
lens (Fig.
(Fig. 4a).
4a). In
In contrast, diatoms
diatoms and
and
in
other
prymnesiophytes dominated
the
phytoplanklOn
assemblages
dominated the phytoplankton assemblages in other
physical domains
domains and
and ",ere
were not
not significantly
significantly different
different from
from each
each other
other
(Fig.4a).
(Fig. 4a).
The
The occurrence of cryptophytes correlated
correlated also
also with
with the
the daily
daily mean
air temperature measured during the five-year study period (Fig.
(Fig. 4b).
4b).
When mean air tcmperatures
temperatures exceeded the
the freezing
freezing point, the
the pereent
percent

biomass
biomassthroughout
throughout the
the season
season (Fig.
(Fig. I).
1). In contrast,
contrast, during
during an extended
extended
period
ofdaily
below 5 m S·I
in 1991-1992,
periodof
daily avcrage
average winds
winds below
solin
1991-1992, the depth
depth of
of

of cryptophytes to the
the total
total biomass increased significantly from
from -5%
-5%
to -15%
p < 0.05). As the
-15% (ANOVA;
(ANOVA;P
the mean temperature increased to

themixed
layer shallowed
themixedlayer
shallowed and aa large
large bloom
bloom developed
developed (Fig. I,
1, Moline
Moline
andPrezelin
1997; Moline
andPrezelin 1996,
1996,1997;
Moline et
et al.
ai. 1997).

1-2"
1-2° C, there was a highly significant
significant increase
increase in
in the percent
percent
cryptophytes to -30%
p«
0.001). OveralL
-30% (ANOVA;
(ANOVA;P
«0.001).
Overall, there
there was
was a
0
C
and
those
<
0"
highly significant difference between samples>
0
samples> 0° and
0° C

Despite
Despite high inter-annual
inter-annual variability
variability in ChI
Chi a, a consistent
consistent and
and
repeated
pattern in the succession
repeatedpattern
succession of
of the phytoplankton
phytoplankton community
community

was
observed. In all five years
wasobserved.
years of
of this
this study,
study, diatoms
diatoms dominated
dominated the
late
spring phytoplankton populations
latespringphytoplankton
populations (Moline
(Moline and
and Prezelin
Prezelin 1996), with
to surface
populations of
atransition
atransitionto
surface populations
of cryptophytes
cryptophytes during
during the summer
summer
of each
eachyear
year (Fig.
(Fig. 2).
2). The
The transition to cryptophytes coincided with
the
initiation of glacial meltwater
theinitiation
meltwater input
input to the coastal
coastal waters
waters (Fig.
(Fig. 2).
When
the percent dominance
Whenthepercent
dominance ofcryptophytes
of cryptophytes and the salinity
salinity at discrete
discrete
points in
points
in the water
water column
column were
were directly
directly compared.
compared, there
there was
was a
~ignificant
The
significant correlation
correlation (Fig.
(Fig. 3; p «0.001).
«0.001).
The fact that
that this
this
relationship
docs not take
relationshipdoes
take the temporal
temporal dynamics
dynamics into
into consideration
consideration
indicates
indicates that the 'response'
'response' of
of cryptophytes
cryptophytes to these
these low salinity
salinity

p« 0.001),
(ANOVA;
(ANOVA;p«
0.001), which supports the
the assertion that
that the
the relative
relative
abundance
abundance of cryptophytes
cryptophytes changcd
changed in
in responsc
response to the
the fonnation
formation of
of
glacial meltwater.
meltwater.

DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION
JHlrming trend.\·
Peninsula
Warming
trends along
aiong theAntarctic
the Antarctic Peninsuia

Mean air temperatures along the
the Antarctic Peninsula
Peninsula have
have increased
pasl 50 years (King 1994;
1994; Stark
1994;
significantly (2-3
(2-3 0c)
°C) over the past
Stark 1994;
1996),
with
potential
consequences
for
ice
shelfdynamics
Smith et al.
ai. 1996),
consequences for
shelf dynamics

eovironments
occurs on
environmentsoccurs
on time scales
scales similar
similar to the sampling
sampling effort
effort (2-3
days).
When comparing
days).When
comparing the response
response of
of the major
major taxonomic
taxonomic groups
groups

1994).
(Vaughan
1996) and glacial
(Vaughan and Doake 1996)
glacial mclting
melting (Ashley et al.
ai. 1994).
The increased
increased temperature will
will likely
likely alter
alter the
the spatial
spatial extent
extent and
and timing
of glacial
glacial meltwater runoff. Low
Low salinity
salinity water is already
already a significant

of the
cryptophyte dominance
the study,
study,cryptophyte
dominance was
was found
found to be significantly

geographic feature
feature ofthe
of the Antaretic
Antarctic Peninsula during summer months,
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extending
extending 80 - 100
100 km offshore,
offshore, Io\'ell
well beyond
beyond the present study site
site
(Fig.
(Fig. 5).
5). Given
Given this and
and the
the significant response of cryptophytes to
meltwater input (Figs.
(Figs. 2-4), aa significant shift in the structure of both
the phytoplankton and zooplanklon
zooplankton communities in the shelf waters
waters
orthe
of the Southern
Southern Ocean may
may be occurring.

Harming tnnds
ph)'toplankron assemblages
Warming
trends and the change in phytoplankton
Although
long-Ienn data sets
phytoplankton assemblages are scarce,
Although long-term
sets of phytoplankton
aa limited
limited number of past studies
studies combined with aa large
large number of

recent reports are suggestive
suggestive of a change. A 24-year study (19701993) in Paradise Bay has revealed a significant
significant reduction in the
abundance of diatoms and an increase in cryptophytes and other
phytoflagellates (Ferreya and Torno
1979; Ferreya. peTS. comm.). Krebs
phytoflagellates(Ferreyaand
Tomo 1979;Ferreya,pers.
(1983)
at biweekly intervals from
from 1972-1974
1972-1974 in approximately
(1983) sampled
sampledatbiweeklyintervals
approximately
the same
location
as
the
present
study
and
found
only
diatoms; cell
same location the
found
numbers were highly correlated to Chi
ChI a concentrations, suggestive
suggestive of
of other phytoplankters. More recently,
recently, a four-year
low abundances of
study (1990-1993) near the South Shetland Islands found dramatic
decreases
decreases in the abundance of diatoms and a corresponding increase
in cryptophytes and other phytoflagellates
phytoOagellates (Villafane et aJ.
(995).
al. 1995).
auributed to low
Although these taxonomic changes were not directly attributed
salinity,
the salinity fields (Amos
salinity, there were associated changes in the
1993).
Cryptophytes
have
been
found
to
contribute
10 the majority of
1993).
to
the tolal
total biomass (over 95% in some cases) in the law
low salinity waters
of retreating
retrealing marginal
marginal ice zones in the Weddell-Scotia-Bellingshausen
of
1991: Trtguer
Burna el
Confluence areas (Lancelot el
et 01.
al. 1991;
Treguer el
et a/.
al. 1991; Buma
et
a/.
1992;
Mura
elal.
1995;
Kangand
Lee
1995;Aristegui
elal.
1996).
al.1992;Muraetal.1995;KangandLee
1995;Aristeguietal.1996).
Ellis Fjord,
Fjord Cryplomonas
was dominant during the
In the Ellis
Cryptomonas cf)pMla
cryphila was
summer when there
Ibere was
....'as a high input of
of glacial meltwater (McMinn
Hodgson 1993). Kopczynska
Kopezynska (1992) also found a recurring
recurring
and Hodgson
dominance of
of phytoflagellates (primarily cryptophytes) over diatoms
Bay. King George Island
Island during mid-summer periods of
in Admiralty Bay,
of
meltwater input. Kang el
et 01.
al. (1997) found a significant relationship
between cryptophytes and decreasing salinity in the same location.
The occurrence of
of cryptophytes
cryplophytes in
in low
low salinity environments in the
the
The
with observations made
made in temperate
temperate
Southern Ocean is consistent with
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FIg. 4: .)
polnts Indklle
10 Ihe
"Fig.
a) Sample
Sample points
indicate Ia >
> 50% contribution
contribution to
the 10111
total watert
column
ph)'loplanklon biomass
blomls, by
oqu"..,.).pr)m~1t.(~
phytoplankton
by dlal"ml
diatoms (optn
(open squares),
prymnesiophytes (crosses),
and
(Oiled
.qu,,~) ..
bolh teOlptrllllR_
and Cl')'ploph)"lts
cryptophytes
(filled squares)
as Ia funcllon
function of
of both
temperature and
."Ilnlty.
"hen
..
salinity. Cr)'ptoph)"tcs.
Cryptophytes,
when domlnlnt.
dominant, occupied
occupied sl~aifi'1I1It~
significantlty ~
lower .
salin.
,.--ter tll.n
p.)'mntslophl·ln. ,,'hkh
"'f", .0I1lf:.
....
water
than clther
either dilioms
diatoms Or
or prymnesiophytes,
whichwerenot
significantly
dlfftrent
tilt I\trIp
...
different from
from flch
each otller.
other. (b)
(b) A
A frtquen.y
frequency hillogr.m
histogram of
of the
average .
percent
conlrlbutlon
to 10,,,1
..'td hiomass
bin",,,,,,"
contribution of
of CI')'ploph)"lts
cryptophytes to
total depth-In'er~
depth-intergrated
as a r..function
or
ptrlo<! f..-I...
of dilly
daily moon
mean Ilr
air IOn'ptrlture
temperature ""tr"t:ed
averaged o·
overr Ihc
the Oludj
study period
from199119%. Temp<'rllul'eS Ire
blnt(I.•••
G-1 C 1",1a"'U"C
1996.Temperatures
are sbo...n
shown In
in onc
one d.g
degree bins
(i.e.,0-1°CareintheO.S'C
bin). The
"bscrn,lon, for
for nth
bin .re
.h",,'. II the
tM'"
bin).
The numllc"
numbers of
of observations
each bin
are shownin
bar!.
SI8nIO.ln •• is
It indicated
Indlca,.d from
from left
left to
to right
right (·denotn
P<t.ll5: . . . . . . .
Significance
(*denotes P<0.05;***denotes
P«O.OOt).
P«
0.001).

regions, where
whcrc cryptophytes
cryptophytcs are often
often associated
associated with brackishwater
brack.i<ob'regions,
(Prezelin and
and Bozcar
Bozcar 1986).
1986).
(Prezelin
Mechanisms. other
Mechanisms,
other than
than deereased
decreased salinity.
salinity, have been su~
suggestedto
explain
phytoplankton successional
events
explain phytoplankton
successional
events from diatoms to
pbytoflagellalcs
in
theAnlarclic.
Kopczynska
signlf~
phytoflagellates in the Antarctic. Kopczynska (1992) found significant
krill populations
populations corresponding
low diatom
p/t)to~
krill
corresponding to low
diatom and high phytoflagellate
concentrations. and
this was
was a result
result of
pl'e\ious 1>t1«tM
concentrations,
and suggested
suggested this
of previous
selective
grazing pressure.
pressure. Kopczynska
Kopczynska (1992)
and others
others have
ha\e also
...
grazing
(1992) and
also showna
dominance
offlagellates
in
areas
of
deep
\~icaI
mixing.
wblle
Sca8lr
dominance of flagellates
areas of deep vertical mixing, whileSommer
(1988)
has shown
phytoplankton to
to exist
exist in
in regions
regions with
.... idt shallow
(1988) has
shown these
these phytoplankton
mixing depths.
depths. The
effects of
changing light/nutrient
IighliDutrimt regimesonthe
regitDe! fllI
mixing
The effects
of changing
struC1~ of
of phytoplankton
phytoplankton communities
communities have
ha\'e received
recei\'ed some
SlJ(l\( attention
~
structure
(Sommer
and
Stable
1986:
Sommer
1986:
1988;
1991
"l!b the
(Sommer and Stable 1986; Sommer 1986;
1991), with

C'l'l:,,,.....

dominant phytoflagellate,
phylonagellate, Phaeocystis
Plraeocystis pouchetii,
pouclrelii. in
in environments
dominant
characterized by
by low
low nitrogen
nitrogen and
and high
high silicate
silicate concentrations.
concentr3tioas..
characterized
While grazing,
grazing. mixing
mixing regimes
regimes and
and macronutrient
macronutricnt conditionshave
condJtas'"
While
been
related
to
community
structure.
they
were
noI
found to
10 be
been related to community structure, they were not found

Changesj~
in Plry/()pIQ~klo~
Phytoplankton
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AM,mbiagt>.J
Assemblages Alo~g
Along thr
the Antarctic
Antarctic hninsula
Peninsula ond
and Pv"~tiollmplicotiolUfl>r
Potential Implicationsfor the
the A~tarrt,{'
Antarctic Food
Food If"b
Web

Partitioning
Partitioning Model
Model

..

~

~

"

Autotrophic

Carbon
Production

Palmer SlatioD
Station
Palmer

.'"
Autotrophi<
Autotrophic L","",
Losses
(N<>tGrazing)
(Not Grazing)

'.
Sedimentation
~imen'alion
(Mi<robial
(Microbial Loop)

1======:r11j. ...-1
32.0

33.0
Salinity (Ppl)
(ppt)

33.8

Fig.S: \1".1
Visual ,"Idlil~
satellite 1••
image
(DMSP-ll OLS)
OLS) .1
of 11l~
the ".I.~II~
Antarctic Pnlu_I•.
Peninsula,
C~ (D;\ISP-II
s.,.n.~~
p.tiaI disuiboollo••rs.ll..I,)
U'}; 1"3.
Superimposed is t1
the spatial
distribution of salinity (ppl)
(ppt) from
from J...
January,
1993.
s-plI"I
rt I..:hldtd.
Sampling MlI11H
stations and 1M
the Ian....
location of
of "''-r
Palmer SUIIo••
Station are
included. (Sali.il)'
(Salinity
data ill
is ~I1ft)''''IH
courtesy ofthe LTER
LTER data~,
database, R.C.
R.C. Smllb
Smith ".1.
data m."rn-).
manager).
...

hie for
the dominance
ofcryptophyte
responsible
forthe
dominanceof
cryptophyte populations in this study.
study.
11Ic
abundance and types
Theabundance
types of
of grazers
grazers in thc
the sludy
study area
area were
were found
found to
1K)'
befween years
years (see
1996; Ross et af.
1996). While
varybetween
(see Baker et aJ.
at. 1996;
at. 1996).
fr)'Il1IleSiophytes,
P. pouchetii,
pouchetii, were
were generally
found to
prymnesiophytes,in
in this
this case
case P.
generally found
minate
phytoplankton biomass
biomass during
high mixing
mixing regimes
regimes in
dominatetthe
he phytoplankton
during high

HigherTropl1l<
Higher Trophic Le".ls
Levels
(lish.
penguins, "'''''leo)
(fish. penguins.
whales)

Respiration
(Other Losses)

flg.':
u~ 19Ukul.'~~n.1'JY
..... .,~r l~rougb"u'I'"
Fig.
6: n_dl.g.....
Flow diagram arlH
of the mod~1
model used
to calculate energy 'transfer
throughout the
A~I.rnk
rbo~ prMlKllH
pal1itio..... inlo.
Antarctic rood
food 'nb.
web. AUllMrop~ir
Autotrophic ..
carbon
production "lIS
was partitioned
into a
.I')"p'''pll)·''
p.,'toplankl... pool bas«I"n
unmull _ck
cryptophyte .nd
and '9l:"t1'
'other' phytoplankton
based on measurements
made
r
. - 1991
d"" or
from
1991 _ 199-l
1994 (:'loliM
(Moline ..d
and Pr+«lln
Prezelin 1991).
1997). Tlot
The ,transfer
of ...."""
carbon r.....
from
'M
I')- proclunn
kela,
b.Kd a:nzi.al
In
the prl....
primary
producers Ie
to 111lHf"
grazer pnel'I
pools ......
was calculated
based
grazing rates
'toft 1k
·.dnl1 ....
prim.ry
that were
dependent
on tH
the siD
size .lau
class .r
of 1M
the .teH.
algae. CarboN
Carbon from
from primary
r;n:«"
fffftd fe
__talio.,1l1f;ll<r1'
grazers It
is Itransferred
to Kdi
sedimentation,
higher II"Oll'!lk
trophic 1<0\..,
levels and OIHr"'-'
other losses.
TH
I n boIIllHdf«t
.paa; pIl)·loplu.I<t
The .....
model ~
incorporates
both the effect of changing
phytoplankton -blav
assemblage
................no.
. Ip bIoaa...
and various ratios .f
of kriU
krill 10
to .salp
biomass.

-

f".' ..

and
and Lee
Lee 1995).
1995). This
This size
size difference
difference can
can impact
impact the
the grazing
grazing efficiencies
efficiencies
of
of key
key zooplankton species.
species. Antaretic
Antarctic krill,
krill, EuphallSio
Euphausia superba.
superba, for
for
example,
example, does
does not feed equally
equally ",ell
well on
on all
all sizes
sizes classes
classes of
are
phytoplankton; cells
cells < 20 J.Il1l
f.I1TI
are retained with < 50% efficiency
(MacClatchie
(MacClatchie and
and Boyd
Boyd 1983:
1983; Meyer
Meyer and
and EI·Sayed
El-Sayed 1983;
1983; Boyd
Boyd et
et af.
at.
1984;
1984; Quetin
Quetin and Ross 1985;
1985; Graneli
Graneli e/
et al.
at. 1993).
1993). Moreover.
Moreover, recent
recent
field evidence
field
evidence suggesls
suggests thaI
that adull
adult krill selectively
selectively graze larger

phytoplankton cells
cells resulting in aa relalive
relative inerease
increase in
in the
the abundance
abundance of

Ire
summer, similar to Kopczynska
Kopczynska (1992),
repeated pattern
pattern of
of
latesummer,similar
(1992), the repeated

smaller cells including cryptophytes (Kopczynska
(Kopczynska 1992).
1992). In
In contrast,
contrast,

O)ptophyte
different mixing
mixing conditions.
cryptophytedominance
dominance occurred
occurred during
during different
conditions.
DurIng
populations were found
Duringlhe
the 1991·92
1991-92 season, cryptophyte
cryptophyte populations

salps are
partieIe sizes and have
are capable
capable offeeding
of feeding on a large range of particle
have
been shown
shown to efTeclively
effectively graze on phytoplankton in the size
size range of

mmant
water column
from meltwater
meltwater input
input and
dominantin
in a stable water
column resulling
resulting from
and
COIIbJluallow
wind
speeds
(Moline
and
Prtzelin
1996;
Moline
1998).
continuallow wind speeds (Moline and Prezelin
Moline 1998).
CI)-ptopltyte
the following
year, however,
however,
Cryptophytedominance
dominance also
also occurred
occurred the
following year,

cryptophytes (Madin and Kremer 1995).
1995).

winds maintained
maintained deep
deep mixing
mixing the entire
(Moline
persistent
high winds
entire season
season (Moline
all'rtzthn
Macronutrients measured
measured during
this study
also
andPrezelin 1996). Macronutrients
during this
study also
"'ltbm and between
betv.-een years
years and
and were
....'t're not
not consistent
with the
the
variedwithin
consistent with
occurrence
ofcryptophytes(Moline
::~Of
cryptophytes (Moline 1996).While
1996). While not quantified
quantified here,
may be
be an
an important
importanl factor
factor
ts within
within the
the glacial
glacial meltwater
meltwater may
micronutrients

:

leading
tophytoplankton
IOphytoplanktOll successional events and should be
be considered

future studies.
was the
the only
only parameter
parameter found
found during
during
duringfuture
studies. Salinity
Salinity was
wdy to significantly
signifieanlly correlate to
to the
the transition
transition to
to cryptophytes
thisstudyto

the phytoplankton community from year
year to
to year.
year.
withinthephytoplanktoncommunity

-"ir/l/ionsfor
change in phytoplankton
phytoplankton assemblages
Implications
for a change

The recurrent transition
transition from
from diatoms
diatoms to
10 cryptophytes
cryplOphytes in
in this
this study
srudy
Therecurrent
IlfIreSC11b aafundamental
fundamental decrease
decrease in
in the
lhe size
size class
class of
ofthe
the phytoplankton.
phytoplankton.
represents
Bioomofonning diatoms
dimoms range
range in
in size
size from
from 15-270
15-270 f.I1TI
~ (Krebs
(Krebs 1983;
1983;
Bloom-forming
Wc\lmn and
and Hodgson
Hodgson 1993),
1993). while
while cryptophytes
cryptophytes at
at this
this study
sludy site
site
McMinn
1m measured
measured at 8 :t
± 2f.11TI
2J.Un (see
(see McMinn
McMinn and Hodgson
Hodgson 1993;
1993; Kang
Kang
were

Phytoplankton assemblages can also
Phytoplankton
also influence the dislribution
distribution ofkrilt
of krill
(031)'
Macauley 1991;MadinandKremer
1991; Madmand Kremer 1995;
Quetinetal. 1996).
(Daly and
and Macauley
1995;Quetinetal.
1996).

Increased cryptophyte dominance may cause adult krill to exhibit a
hydrography (Kanda
directed offshore
movement. independent
independent of
directed
offshore movement,
of hydrography
(Kanda et
et
01.
1982). to more
morecffcctiwly
graze larger diatom populations. Krill is
at. 1982),to
effectivelygraze
considered the
the keystone
keystone species
species in
in the
the Antarctic
Antarctic marine
marine food
food web
web and
considered
and
shifts in
in its
its spatial
distribution during
during summcr
will affect
affect numerous
numerous
shifts
spatial distribution
summer will
organisms, particularly
panicularly penguins
penguins and some seals/whales.
organisms,
seals/whales. As an
cxamplc, the foraging distances for land-based species such as the
example,
AdClic penguin would
\\'Ou[d likely
likely increase
increase with a negative
negative feedback to
to its
its
Adelie
growth and
and reproduction
reproduction (Fraser
and Trivclplece
1996). The
impact
growth
(Fraser and
Trivelpiece 1996).
The impact
on higher
higher trophic
lrophic levels
levels may
may be
be especially
especially significant,
as cryptophyte
on
significant, as
cryptophyte
dominance occurs
occurs during
during summer
summcr months
months when
when feeding
feeding activities
activities and
and
dominance
growth
of
most
species
are
maximal
(Laws
1985).
growth of most species are maximal (Laws 1985).
High concentrations
concentrations of
of cryptophytes
cryptophytcs and the
the absence of
of krill
krill in
High
nearshore waters
waters may
may allowfor
allow for aproliferation
a proliferation of
ofsalps.
which reproduce
reproduce
nearshore
salps,which
rapidly in
in response
response to
to favorable
favorable environmental
environmental conditions via
via asexual
rapidly
reproduction
(see
Alldredge
1984
for
relevant
review).
[n
fact, Salpa
Solpo
reproduction (see Alldredge 1984 for relevant review). In fact,
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model was
....as developed
developed to
to quantify
quantify the
the potential
poIential effects
effects of
ofchanging
cbangq
AA model

a.
a.

phytoplanktonsize
sizeclass
classand
andzooplankton
zooplanktonassemblage
assemblageon
onthe
theflow
fkM-of
ofcarbon
carboo
phytoplankton

Snips
ISalps

I

'2%
( 42%

\

19% Cryptophytes
Cryptophytes
19%

'",

53% Cryptophytes
Cryptophytes
53%

4%
.%

b.
b.

,,%

12%

~/
Krill:Salp = 33.3
Krill:Salp
•

o

Krill:Salp =
= 0.0641
Kril1:Salp

Iliikn' Trophic
I'rophic Levels
L.,'.I.
Higher

o

Respm,hon
Respiration

S.,hmenlOli"" (M;croLoop)
Sedimentation
(MicroLoop)

•

AUlOtrophic Losses
L<>ss<:'
Autotrophic

.'1&- 7:
7: Results
Kesutts from
from the
th~modcl
used to
locakul.tclM
pa..dlloningor.ncrgylllrooghout
Fig.
model used
calculate the partitioning
of energy throughout
IMAnt.",1ir
rood web.
..eb. a)
.,TM
cakulUcd flow
nowo'c.rbon
Ihrough either
diM>" krill
krill
the
Antarctic food
The calculated
of carbon through
((shaded)
....drd) or
AI... (......,
b.wd on
... the
IItt percentage
..........1.,. or
prim'f)'
or salps
(open) based
of ~-ptopb)"1~
cryptophyte primary
prodoctlotl. Tile
pclfttl' of
prlm'f)' production
prodKlio.. ranged
nDgCd from
r.- 19%
19%
production.
The percent
of rf)]KopfI)u
cryptophyte primary
I. 1991-1992
I"I_I"! to
'.!J%
I. 1993-1994.
1"J-I!t'!M. b)
b)TIle
partido"l", of
.fcarboN
111'0 higher
Io.itlte..
in
53% in
The partitioning
carbon into
lRplIir"'m
trophic
levels (lillo.'
(light ~h.ck).
shade), rnpintilltl
respiration (oripplr<l).
(stippled), ..-d1_DUtiell
sedimentation (->rn>bI.1
(microbial
Ioop) and
. .d autotrophic
UIOlropllk losses
Iosscs (da
1Ilack') wast oak.
lila! based
b.ted on
011 changing
tll. .tl-s
loop)
(dark shade)
calculated
I<ri1IlO
nrillt. Krill
t.:rrn to
10 Alp
tloJ ranging
CI.C from
'rom '.0i41
II )).J
krill
to talp
salp ratios.
salp ratios
0.0641 to
33.3 (Lwb
(Loeb
19t7) were
'fft'C nrd
rrtpoodcd III
I' ud
1997)
used ••
andd .....
corresponded
to 19
and 53%
53% "}ptop~ln..
cryptophytes, .....p.nhcty.
respectively.
Ihompsoni ....
'as abundant
Palmer basin,
basin.
thompsoni
was
abundant in
in coastal
coastal areas.
areas, including
including the
the Palmer

1993-94 (Ross
and
prevalent offshore
and less
less prevalent
offshore during
during the
the summer
summer months
months of
of1993-94
(Ross
el
af.
1996),
coincident
with
a
peak
occurrence
ofcryptophytes
et at. 1996), coincident with a peak occurrence of cryptophytes (Fig.
(Fig. 2).
2).
A
A reecnt
recent report
report documents
documents aa long-term
long-term shift
shift in
in the
the zooplankton
zooplankton
community
community near
near Elephant
Elephant Island
Island in
in response
response to
to fluctuations
fluctuations in
in sea-ice
sea-ice
cover
cover and
and changes
changes in
in mean
mean air
air temperature
temperature (Locb
(Loeb el
et al.
al. 1997).
1997). Colder
Colder
years
years with
with extensive
extensive sea-ice
sea-ice development
development were
were found
found to
to favor
favor
reproduction
reproduction and
and survival
survival ofAntarctic
of Antarctic krill.
krill, Euphausia
Euphausia superba,
superba, while
while
warmer
warmer years,
years, where
where mean
mean yearly
yearly air
air temperatures
temperatures occasionally
occasionally
0
exceeded
exceeded _1
-laC,C, redueed
reduced the
the extent
extent of
of sea-ice
sea-ice and
and showed
showed Safpa
Salpa

through the
theAntarcticfood
Antarctic food web
....l:b (Fig
(Fig 6).
6). Model
Model results
resultsrevealedthat
revealed thatboth
boIh
through
shift in
inthe
thephytoplankton
phytoplankton community
community composition
compositionand
andthe
therelativeratio
relative ratIO
aashift
ofkrill
krillto10salp
salpbiomass
biomasssignificantly
significantly altered
alteredthe
the amount
amount of
ofcarbon
carbonavailable
available
of
to higher
higher trophic
trophic levels
levels and
lind increased
increased sedimentation
sedimentation (Fig.
(Fig. 7).
7). From
From 1991
1991
to
to
1994,
the
percent
of
total
carbon
production
from
cryptophytes
during
to 1994, the percent of total carbon production from cryptophytes during
summer
this
summer months
months increased
increased from
from 19%
19% to
to 53%.
53%. The
The direct
direct effect
effect of
arthis
change in
inphytoplankton
phytoplankton productivity
productivitywas
wastotodecrease
decrease the
the amount
amount ofcarbon
of carlxln
change
nowthrough
Ihrough krill
krill by
by 32%
32%(Fig.
7a). Because
Because of
ofdecreased
decreased phytoplankton
phytoplankloo
flow
(Fig. 7a).
size
and
decreased
grazing
efficiencies
by
krill.
the
c:arlxm
available to
size and decreased grazing efficiencies by krill, the carbon availableto
salps increased
increased almost
almost threefold.
threefold The
The direct
direct effects
effects of
of this
this increase
increase in
ill.a
salps
krill dominated
dominated system
system were
....'n"e to
to decrease
decrease trophic
trophic transfer
transfer (43%)
(43-4) and
and
krill
sedimentation (41
(41%)
as a consequence
consequence of
of fecal
fe<:al production
production by
by krill.
krill.
sedimentation
%) as
Sedimentation as
as a result
result of
of salp
salp feeding
feeding activities
activities increased
~ fivefold.
fl\'tfold.
Sedimentation
Similarly, Boyd
Boyd and
and Newton
N~1on (1995)
(1995) have
have shown
shown that
that between
betv.~ years
ytalSoI'
Similarly,
of
similar biomass
biomass and
and productivity,
productivity, the
the changes
changes in
in the
the community
community structnre
SlruCturt
similar
can alter
alter the
the flux of
ofparticulale
organic carbon
carbon by
by two
two fold.
fold. The
The increased
increased
can
particulate organic
abtmdance
ofcryptophytes
would
decrease
the
biogenic
silica
production
abundance of cryptophytes would decrease
biogenic silica production
in the
the upper
upper water
water colurrm
column and
and decrease
decrease the
the rate
rate and
ofbiogenie
in
and quantity
quantity of
biogenic
silica
silica accumulation
accumulation in
in the
the sea-bed.
sea-bed.
response to
to a relative
relative decrease
abundance, the
the model revealed
revealed
In response
decrease in krill abundance,
that
75%
of
fixed
carbon
originally
transferred
to
higher
trophic
b'el.
that 75% of fixed carbon originally transferred
higher trophic levels
would be redirected
7b). The
10
would
redirected to the sediments
sediments (Fig. 7b).
The decreased
decreased krill to
snip
salp ratio
ratio was
was also
also shown
shown to
to double
double the
the caJbon
carbon sedimented
sedimented or
or 3\lIilabk
available
to
to the microbial
microbial loop.
loop. This
This is
is in
in part caused
caused by
by decreased
decreased krill
krill fetal
fecal
pellet production
pellet
production and
and the fact
fact that
that ~lps
salps are
are I10l
not effieciently
effieciently utilimf
utilized as
as Ia
carbon
source
by
otherpredators(Foxton
1966;
Gon
and
Heemstra
1990~
carbon
by other predators (Foxton
1990).
These
These outputs
outputs should
should also
also be
be viC\\u1
viewed as
as conservative.
conservative, given
given thai
that W
the
model
model does
does not incorporate
incorporate the 7: I difference
difference in longevity
longevity bel\\'ttllluill
between krill
and
and salps,
salps, respectively.
respectively. Model
Model results
results illustrate
illustrate that
that the
the influence
influence of
of
potenllal
cryptophytes
cryptophytes and
and the
the change
change in
in zooplankton
zooplankton community
community has
has the
the potential
ofaltering
of altering the structure
structure ofthe
ofthe food web and directing
directing carbon away
away from
from
usc
by
top
vertebrate
predatOI'];
ofthe
Antarctic
ecosystem,
such
use by top vertebrate predators of the Antarctic ecosystem, such as
as fishes.
fishes,
birds.
birds, seals
seals and
and whales.
whales.
CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS

lhompsoni
thompsoni was
was the
the dominant
dominant herbivore
herbivore (Loeb
(Loeb tot
et al.
al. 1997).
1997). Other
Other studies
studies
of
krill
\'ersus
have
also
quantified
this
inverse
distribution
have also quantified this inverse distribution of krill versus ~Ips
salps near
near

We
We postulate that
that continued
continued ....'iUTJling
warming along
along the
the Antarclic
Antarctic Pelllnsula
Peninsula
willlead
will lead to
to an
an increase
increase in
in the
the spatial
spatial extent
extent and
and duration
duration of
of 5Wl1lllC'T
summer
glacial
melt'A'8ter
runoff.
Lower
salinity
water
will
rapidly
alter
the
glacial meltwater runoff. Lower salinity
will rapidly alterthe

the
the Antarctic
Antarctic Peninsula
Peninsula (Huntley
(Huntley ('I
et of.
at. 1989:
1989; Nishikawa
Nishikawa 1995)
1995) and
and
frontal
frontal regions
regions (Pakhomov
(Pakhomov el
et 01.
at. 1994).
1994).

composition
phytoplankton blooms
dlat0m5
compositionofsummer
of summerphytoplankton
bloomsfrom
fromprimarily
primarilydiatoms
to
of
to those
those dominated
dominated by
by cryptophytes.
cryptophytes. Uistorical
Historical data
dataare
are supportive
supportiveof

Changes
Changes in
in the
the phytoplankton
phytoplankton assemblage
assemblage documented
documented in
in this
this study
study

this
of
this hypothesis
hypothesis and
and the
the literature
literature suggests
suggests an
an emerging
emerging dominance
dominanceof
in
low
salinity
coastal
.....
a
tcrs.
cryptophytes
and
other
phytoflagellates
cryptophytes and other phytoflagellates in low salinity coastalwaters.
This
This will
will likely
likely influence
influence krill
krill distributions
distributions and
and increase
increase the
the
reproductive
reproductive success
success of
of salps
salps in
in coastal
coastal waters.
waters. Our
Our described
described

provide
provide an
an alternative
alternative mechanism
mechanism from
from Loeb
Loeb el
et af.
at. (1997)
(1997) to
to explain
explain
these
these observed
observed shifis
shifts in
in zooplankton
zooplankton communities.
communities. During
During wanner
warmer years,
years,
there
there isis aa potential
potential for
for incrcased
increased glacial
glacial melting
melting during
during the
the summer
summer and
and
an
an increase
increase in
in Ct)'ptophytes,
cryptophytes, which
which may
may favor~lps
favor salps over
over krill.
krill. Conversely,
Conversely,
colder
colder years
years will
will tend
tend to
to decrease
decrease the
the abundance
abundance of
of cryptophytes
cryptophytes and
and
favor
favor diatoms
diatoms and
and krill.
krill. These
These changes
changes in
in zooplankton
zooplankton communities
communities

and
and the
the prevalence
prevalence of
of ~Ips
salps as
as the
the dominant
dominant zooplankl.er
zooplankter during
during the
the
increasing
number
of
'warm'
years
is
imponant
as
snips
are
not
increasing number of 'warm' years is important as salps are not aa
significant
significant sourt:C
source of
ofcarbon
carbon to
to venebrate
vertebrate predators
predators ininthe
the Southern
Southern Ocean
Ocean
and
and repre5eTlt
represent aa'enninus
terminus in
incarbon
carbon uansfer
transfer to
tohigher
higher trophic
trophic le'o"els
levels(Fo:<ton
(Foxton
1966;
1966; Gon
Gon and
and Heemstra
Heemstra 1990).
1990).

relationship
relationship between
between lower
lower salinity
salinity and
and cryptophyte
cryptophyte dominance
dominance
of
a
recent
report
provides
a
mechanism
explaining
the
results
provides a mechanism explaining the results of a recent report(loeb
(Loeb
el
et 0/.
at. 1997)
1997) which
which relaled
related aa decrease
decrease inin krill
krill abundance
abundance (with
(withaa
aircorresponding
corresponding increase
increase inin salps)
salps) 10
to regional
regional warming
warming of
of surface
surfaceairtemperalures
amung
temperatures along
alongthe
theAntarctic
Antarctic Peninsula.
Peninsula. If
If documented
documented.....warming

trends
trends continue.
continue, the
the Importance
importance of
of cryptophytes
cryptophytes will
will likely
likelyincTea!oe
increase
with
and
with significanl
significant consequences
consequences for
forAnlaTCtic
Antarctic food
food ...."eb
webdynamics
dynamicsand
coastal
coastalbiogeochemistry.
biogeochemistry.
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